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Melville - Moreland Shopping Strip
Streetscape Improvement

124 PEOPLE
RESPONDED

Top things that people like
about the streetscape.

0%
Gowanbrae

- Library
- Convenient local businesses
- Walkability from home
- Gum tree on traffic island
- Friendly community feel

0%
Glenroy

9%
Outside
Moreland

Top things that people don’t
like about the streetscape.

0%
Fawkner
0%
Hadﬁeld

0%
Oak Park 2%
Pascoe
Vale
22%
Pascoe
Vale South

15.4%
Coburg
North
17%
Coburg

Project Site

0%
44%
Brunswick
East
Brunswick
6%
West
Brunswick
0%
Fitzroy North

- Unsafe traffic
- Not pedestrian friendly
- Run-down
- Lack of trees
- Empty shops

What area do you live in?
Landscaping &
Planting Trees

Better
Traffic Calming

Improved
Pedestrian Crossing

Seats

Lighting

30%
27%
23%

24%
51-65 Years

11%
9%

Top 5 things that will most improve
Melville-Moreland Shopping Strip?

2%
Under 19 14%
Years 20-25
2%
65+ Years
Years
3%
26-29 Years

Survey
Respondents
33%
30-40 Years
32%
41-50 Years

What is your age group?
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If you could slow traffic down it would
make the strip so much more pleasant
for locals. Maybe stop pruning those
beautiful street trees and let them
grow large to create a canopy.

For such a large intersection with lots
of human activity, it's dominated by
vehicles and there's a lot going on,
feels unsafe

boring

dull

desolate

comfortable

shabby
functional

soul-less

Unsafe

local

neglected

barren
distinctive

good people

dreary

Landscaping would definitely soften the
feel of the area. It would need to be done
in a manner that won’t inhibit vision near
the intersection. I also feel the Campbell
Turner Library could use a facade
retrofit

musty
dirty

drab

Busy

uninviting

Please make the
crossing safer!

community

dangerous
potential

Creating space
that can be enjoyed by
children and families,
encouraging play,
linking to the library,
encouraging nicer shops
and cafes and more trees

One word to describe
underutilised Melville - Moreland ?

Pedestrian Safety
for people getting
off the tram is
a real issue.

Needs better lighting and
general safety improvements

dated

noisy

unattractive

Get rid of all day
parking and change to half
hour parking, more turn over
of car parking, and drop
off zones.

unloved

diversity

village Friendly

aged dodgy
safe Tired
concrete up and coming

It would be a great shopping and
eating strip, if landscaping including
large tress and grass and traffic safety
infrastructure was built.

Bleak

Difficult to navigate with a pram
around this intersection as ramps
up onto footpaths and around
the traffic lights are poor

convenient
More shady trees please!

The variety of shops and
services are excellent in
this shopping strip - it
just needs a facelift
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